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MAKING MEMORY OF COMPUTE AND EXPANSION BLADE DEVICES

AVAILABLE FOR USE BY A N OPERATING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

[0001 ] A blade system may include a plurality of blade devices mounted in a blade

enclosure. Each of the blade devices may be a blade server, for example. In some

examples, a user may set up a partition of the blade system to include one, several, or all

of the blade devices mounted in the blade enclosure. In such examples, the partition may

run an operating system (OS) and run application(s) with the OS.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] The following detailed description references the drawings, wherein:

[0003] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example blade system to make a logical

processor unavailable to an operating system (OS) while remaining available to execute

instructions of a system firmware (SFW) instance;

[0004] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example blade system to make a plurality of

logical processors unavailable to an OS while remaining available to execute instructions

of a SFW instance;

[0005] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example system to make available, to an OS of

a partition of the system, memory of compute and expansion blade devices;

[0006] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example method for retaining an expansion logical

processor in a system management mode (SMM) during execution of an OS with a

compute logical processor; and

[0007] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an example method for collecting error information with

an expansion logical processor in response to an error detected by a compute logical

processor.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] As noted above, a partition of a blade system may run an operating system

(OS) and run application(s) with the OS. The partition that runs the OS may include

multiple blade devices, each including logical processor(s) and memory. Each logical

processor may be included on an integrated circuit (IC) (e.g., a chip). An IC including at

least one central processing unit (CPU) may be referred to herein as a "CPU IC". In some

examples, in addition to logical processor(s), a CPU IC may include at least one

integrated memory controller to manage memory of the blade device. In such examples, a

memory controller of a CPU IC may be able to manage a relatively limited amount of

memory, which may limit the amount of memory available on a blade device, and thus in a

partition.

[0009] More memory may be added to a partition by adding additional blade device(s)

to the partition. However, license costs for some applications run by the OS may be

calculated based on the number logical processors available for the application to utilize.

As such, adding blade devices to a partition may substantially increase license costs for

some applications due to the availability of the logical processors of the added blade

devices.

[001 0] To address these issues, examples described herein may configure a compute

logical processor of a compute blade device and an expansion logical processor of an

expansion blade device to operate as part of a single SFW domain, and identify

available memory of the compute blade device and available memory of the expansion

blade device. Examples described herein may further make the compute logical

processor and the identified memory of the compute and expansion blade devices

available for use by an OS, and make the expansion logical processor unavailable to

the OS while the expansion logical processor remains available to execute instructions

of the SFW instance.

[001 1] In this manner, examples described herein may enable a partition of a blade

system to utilize memory of an expansion blade device without exposing logical

processor(s) of the expansion blade device (i.e., expansion logical processor(s)) to the

OS run by the partition or the applications run by the OS. As such, examples described

herein may enable a partition to use the memory of an expansion blade device for

running an OS and application(s), without the expansion logical processor(s) of the

expansion blade device increasing application license costs. Additionally, by remaining

available to execute instructions of the SFW instance, an expansion logical processor

made unavailable to the OS may remain available to collect error information at the



expansion blade device, or otherwise manage resources of the expansion blade device

under the control of instructions of the SFW instance, while still being unavailable for

use by the OS.

[0012] Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example blade

system 100 to make a logical processor unavailable to an operating system (OS) while

remaining available to execute instructions of a system firmware (SFW) instance. In

examples described herein, a blade system may be a computing system comprising a

blade enclosure and at least one blade device mounted in the blade enclosure. In the

example of FIG. 1, blade system 100 comprises a blade enclosure 105, and expansion

and compute blade devices 130 and 140 each mounted in blade enclosure 105. Blade

system 100 may run an OS 115 with resources of each of expansion and compute blade

devices 130 and 140. For example, OS 115 may be run by a partition of blade system 100

including at least expansion and compute blade devices 130 and 140.

[0013] As used herein, a "blade device" may be a physical computing device that

comprises memory and at least one logical processor, and that is mountable to a blade

enclosure. In some examples, a blade device may be a modular computing device that is

physically mountable to a blade enclosure for operation, that includes certain core

computing resources (e.g., logical processor(s) and memory), and that excludes certain

peripheral computing resource(s) (e.g., a power supply, cooling fan(s), external

networking ports, and the like, or a combination thereof).

[0014] As used herein, a "blade enclosure" may be a chassis to receive a plurality of

blade devices and provide at least one peripheral resource for the received blade devices.

For example, a blade enclosure may include fan(s) to cool mounted blade devices, at

least one power supply to provide power to mounted blade devices, external network

ports for mounted blade devices, and the like, or a combination thereof.

[0015] In the example of FIG. 1, expansion blade device 130 may include an

expansion logical processor 132 and memory 134 associated with expansion logical

processor 132. In some examples, blade device 130 may include a plurality of logical

processors, some or all of which having associated memory. Compute blade device 140

may include a compute logical processor 142 and memory 144 associated with compute

logical processor 142. In some examples, blade device 140 may include a plurality of

logical processors, some or all of which having associated memory. As used herein, a

"logical processor" may be a CPU IC, a CPU of a CPU IC (e.g., one of a plurality of cores

on a multi-core CPU IC), or a thread on a CPU (or core) of a CPU IC.

[0016] Any expansion blade device or compute blade device described herein may be



a blade device as described above. In examples described herein, an expansion blade

device may be a blade device designated to provide memory, but not logical processor(s),

for use by an OS of a partition including the blade device. In examples described herein, a

compute blade device may be a blade device designated to provide memory and logical

processor(s) for use by an OS of a partition including the blade device. In some

examples, each blade device of a partition may be designated as an expansion or

compute blade device in partition information describing aspects of the configuration of the

partition. Additionally, any expansion logical processor or compute logical processor

described herein may be a logical processor as described above. In examples described

herein, an expansion logical processor may be a logical processor of an expansion blade

device and a compute logical processor may be a logical processor of a compute blade

device.

[001 7] As used herein, memory "associated with" a logical processor (or "associated"

memory of a logical processor) is memory managed by a memory controller integrated on

the CPU IC including or constituting the logical processor. For example, a blade device

including memory associated with a logical processor may comprise at least one memory

module and a CPU IC including at least one logical processor (e.g., CPU or core) and at

least one integrated memory controller to manage the memory module(s). In some

examples, a blade device may include a plurality of CPU ICs, each including at least one

integrated memory controller to manage memory module(s) of the blade device. As used

herein, a memory module may be, for example, a dual in-line memory module (DIMM), a

single in-line memory module (SIMM), or any other type of memory module including a

plurality of memory devices.

[001 8] In the example of FIG. 1, blade system 100 includes a machine-readable

storage medium 120 encoded with a system firmware (SFW) instance 12 1 including

instructions 122, 124, 126, and 128. In some examples, SFW instance 12 1 may include

additional instructions. As used herein, a "machine-readable storage medium" may be any

electronic, magnetic, optical, or other physical storage apparatus to contain or store

information such as executable instructions, data, and the like. For example, any machine-

readable storage medium described herein may be any of random access memory

(RAM), read-only memory (ROM), volatile memory, non-volatile memory, flash memory, a

storage drive (e.g. , a hard drive), a solid state drive, any type of storage disc (e.g., a

Compact Disc Read Only Memory (CD-ROM), any other type of compact disc, a DVD,

etc.), and the like, or a combination thereof. Further, any machine-readable storage

medium described herein may be non-transitory. Any "memory" described herein may be



at least a portion of at least one machine-readable storage medium.

[001 9] In the example of FIG. 1, storage medium 120 may be a ROM storing SFW

instance 12 1 . In some examples, storage medium 120 may be included on expansion

blade device 130 or compute blade device 140. In other examples, storage medium 120

may be included on another blade device mounted to blade device enclosure 105. As

used herein, a "system firmware instance" (or "SFW instance") may be a set of machine

executable instructions to boot and manage resources of a blade device. For example,

after a reset, a logical processor of a blade device may begin to execute instructions of a

SFW instance to initialize the logical processor for operation, and to initialize other

resource(s) of the blade device, such as the memory associated with the logical

processor. In some examples, this initialization of the logical processor and the associated

memory may include a power-on self-test (POST) implemented by the SFW instance.

[0020] Instructions of a SFW instance, when executed by the logical processor, may

also configure the logical processor to operate in a SFW domain associated with the SFW

instance. As used herein, a "system firmware domain" (or "SFW domain") associated with

a SFW instance may be an environment in which a logical processor booted by the SFW

instance may operate when executing instructions of the SFW instance after booting. In

some examples, a SFW domain may include a plurality of SFW resources, including, for

example, SFW data structure(s) and SFW code (i.e., machine executable instructions). As

used herein, a logical processor operating as part of a SFW domain may be a logical

processor having access to the SFW resources of the SFW domain. In some examples,

the SFW resources (e.g. , the SFW data structure(s) and SFW code) of the SFW

domain may be stored in a system management memory region (e.g. , SMRAM) for the

SFW domain. In such examples, a logical processor operating as part of a SFW domain

may be a logical processor having access to the SFW resources stored in the system

management memory region for the SFW domain. A logical processor operating as part of

a SFW domain may not have access to the SFW resources in the system management

memory region at all times. Rather, the logical processor may have access at certain

times (e.g., while booting), in certain mode(s) (e.g. , a system management mode (SMM)),

etc. In examples described herein, a logical processor having such limited access may still

be considered to have access to the SFW resources in the system management memory

region. In some examples, the system management memory region may be at least a

portion of a machine-readable storage medium of at least one blade device mounted in

a blade enclosure including the logical processor.

[0021 ] The SFW data structures may include, for example, advanced configuration



and power interface (ACPI) table(s), system management BIOS (SMBIOS) table(s),

memory data structures, interrupt vector(s), semaphores, and the like, or a combination

thereof. The SFW data structure(s) may be generated and stored in the system

management memory region by logical processor(s) executing instructions of the SFW

instance. The SFW code may include executable instructions implementing interrupt

service routines, such as system management interrupt (SMI) handler(s), or the like.

The SFW code may also include executable instructions implementing error handler(s).

The SFW code may be instructions of the SFW instance copied into the system

management memory region.

[0022] In the example of FIG. 1, instructions of SFW instance 12 1 are executable by

blade system 100. For example, expansion logical processor 132 and compute logical

processor 142 of blade system 100 may fetch, decode, and execute instructions of SFW

instance 12 1 to perform the functionalities described below in relation to SFW instance

12 1. In the example of FIG. 1, when executed by logical processors 132 and 142 after a

reset of at least a portion of blade system 100 (e.g. , the partition to run OS 115),

instructions 122 may configure compute logical processor 142 of compute blade device

140 and expansion logical processor 132 of expansion blade device 130 to operate as

part of a single SFW domain associated with SFW instance 12 1. In examples described

herein, logical processors configured to operate as part of a single SFW domain (i.e. ,

the same SFW domain) may be logical processors that are each configured to access

the SFW resources of the SFW domain. For example, the logical processors may each

have access (e.g. , in SMM) to the system management memory region storing the

SFW resources for the SFW domain.

[0023] In some examples, logical processors may be configured to operate as part

of the same SFW domain by booting each of the logical processors with the same SFW

instance 12 1. In the example of FIG. 1, expansion and compute logical processors 132

and 142 may be configured to operate as part of a SFW domain associated with SFW

instance 12 1 (i.e. , the same SFW domain) by booting each of expansion and compute

logical processors 132 and 142 with SFW instance 12 1. In such examples, expansion

and compute logical processors 132 and 142 may each boot by executing instructions

of SFW instance 12 1, including instructions 122 to configure the logical processors to

operate as part of the SFW domain associated with SFW instance 12 1.

[0024] For example, when executed by expansion and compute logical processors

132 and 142, instructions 122 may configure the respective hardware address maps of

expansion and compute logical processors 132 and 142 to be the same. For example,



instructions 122 may configure the respective hardware address maps such that

expansion and compute logical processors 132 and 142 each have access to the same

SFW resources in the system management memory region. For example, instructions

122 may configure the hardware address maps such that logical processors 132 and

142 access the same SFW code (e.g., SMI handler(s), etc.) in the system management

memory region. Instructions 122 may also configure logical processors 132 and 142 to

access the same state information for the SFW domain associated with SFW instance

121 , including, for example, information regarding pending interrupts, loaded drivers,

loaded ACPI tables, and the like, or a combination thereof.

[0025] As noted above, OS 115 may be run by a partition of blade system 100

including at least expansion and compute blade devices 130 and 140. In such examples,

the partition may run OS 115 with resources of each of expansion and compute blade

devices 130 and 140. In the example of FIG. 1, when executed by logical processors 132

and 142, instructions 124 may identify available memory of compute blade device 140

associated with compute logical processor 142 and identify available memory of

expansion blade device 130 associated with expansion logical processor 132. In some

examples, the memory identified by instructions 124 may be memory determined to be

available for use by an OS of blade system 100, such as OS 115.

[0026] In some examples, compute logical processor 142 may execute instructions

124 to identify available memory among memory 144 associated with compute logical

processor 142. For example, compute logical processor 142 may execute instructions

124 as part of its boot process. In such examples, instructions 124 may determine the

amount of memory 144 associated with logical processor 142 and then test memory

144 to determine what portion of memory 144 is useable (i.e., functional). In some

examples, instructions 124 may identify at least a portion of the memory 144

determined to be useable as memory available for use by OS 115 (i.e., available

memory). For example, compute logical processor 142 may reserve a portion of

useable memory 144 for use by the compute logical processor 142 (e.g., when

executing instructions of SFW instance 121), and identify the remainder of useable

memory 144 as available for use by OS 115.

[0027] Compute logical processor 142 executing instructions 124 may also store a

description of the identified available memory in a service memory of blade device 140.

In such examples, a service processor of blade device 140, when executing

instructions of an instance of management firmware, may access the description and

provide it to a monarch logical processor (e.g., a bootstrap logical processor) in charge



of coordinating the booting of the partition to run OS 115 . Expansion logical processor

132 may also execute instructions 124 to identify memory available for use by OS 115

(i.e. , available memory) among memory 134 associated with expansion logical

processor 132, as described above in relation to compute logical processor 142.

Expansion logical processor 132 executing instructions 124 may also store a

description of the identified available memory in a service memory of blade device 130

such that a service processor of blade device 130, when executing instructions of an

instance of management firmware, may provide the description to the monarch logical

processor. The descriptions of the identified available memory may be in any suitable

data structure or format (e.g. , a table, etc.).

[0028] In some examples, expansion logical processor 132, executing instructions of

SFW instance 12 1, may access partition information describing at least some aspects

of the configuration of the partition to which expansion blade device 130 belongs. For

example, the partition information may indicate whether blade device 130 is designated

as an expansion or compute blade device for the partition. For example, the partition

information may include a flag indicating whether blade device 130 is designated as an

expansion or compute blade device. The partition information may be stored in the

system management memory region or in service memory of expansion blade device

130 as described above, for example. Expansion logical processor 132 may access the

partition information after identifying available memory of memory 134, and before the

control of the partition is handed over to OS 115 , for example.

[0029] In response to determining that blade device 130 is an expansion blade

device, expansion logical processor 132 may execute instructions 126 to make

expansion logical processor 132 unavailable to OS 115 such that expansion logical

processor 132 remains available to execute instructions of SFW instance 12 1. For

example, instructions 126, when executed by expansion logical processor 132, may

cause expansion logical processor 132 to enter a system management mode (SMM)

and remain in the SMM while OS 115 is executed by at least compute logical processor

142. In such examples, instructions 126 may place expansion logical processor 132 in

SMM when executed by logical processor 132, and may cause expansion logical

processor 132 to remain in SMM while the OS is executed by other logical processor(s)

of the partition (i.e. , compute logical processors of the partition).

[0030] In examples described herein, a system management mode (SMM) may be a

mode in which a logical processor executes SFW code of a SFW domain in which the

logical processor is configured to operate. In SMM, expansion logical processor 132



may have access to the system management memory region (e.g. , SMRAM) of the

SFW domain associated with SFW instance 12 1, and may execute SFW code (e.g. ,

instructions of SFW instance 12 1) stored in the system management memory region. In

SMM, expansion logical processor 132 is not available to be utilized by OS 115 to run

any portion of OS 115 or any portion of an application run in OS 115 , for example.

[0031 ] Further, in SMM, expansion logical processor 132 remains available to

execute instructions of SFW instance 12 1, such as instructions of an SMI handler in

response to detection of an SMI and instructions of an error handler in response to an

error indication, for example. In such examples, the instructions of the SMI handler and

the error handler may be instructions of SFW instance 12 1 and may have been copied

into the system management memory region during the boot process. In such

examples, in SMM, expansion logical processor 132 may execute these instructions

out of the system management memory region.

[0032] In other examples, instructions 126 may make expansion logical processor

132 unavailable to OS 115 such that it remains available to execute instructions of

SFW instance 12 1 in any other suitable manner. For example, instructions 126 may

cause expansion logical processor 132 to execute a loop implemented by instructions

of SFW instance 12 1 such that expansion logical processor 132 remains executing

instructions of SFW instance 12 1 and is available to be taken out of the loop to execute

other SFW code, such as an SMI or error handler, as described above.

[0033] In the example of FIG. 1, instructions 128 may make available, for use by OS

115 , compute logical processor 142, the identified memory of the compute blade

device, and the identified memory of the expansion blade device. For example,

compute logical processor 142 may be the monarch logical processor for the partition.

In such examples, when executed by compute logical processor 142, instructions 128

may make the compute logical processor 142, the identified memory of the compute

blade device, and the identified memory of the expansion blade device available for

use by OS 115 by providing information identifying these resources to OS 115 .

[0034] The information identifying these resources may be provided to OS 115 in

any suitable format or data structure (e.g. , table(s), etc.). For example, instructions 128

may provide this information to OS 115 in at least one ACPI table. In some examples,

instructions 128 may construct the ACPI table(s) based in part on the respective

descriptions of the identified available memory of memory 134 and of the identified

available memory of memory 144. In such examples, descriptions of memory

associated with logical processors of other blade devices may also be provided to the



monarch logical processor via service memory and service processor(s), as described

above. Additionally, instructions 128 may exclude any identification of expansion logical

processor 132 from the ACPI table(s), such that expansion logical processor 132 is not

identified as available for OS 115 to utilize.

[0035] After compute logical processor 142 and the identified memory of the

compute and expansion blade devices are made available to OS 115 , OS 115 may run

on the partition utilizing the resources identified to OS 115 by instructions 128. For

example, OS 115 may execute and run application(s) using compute logical processor

142 and the identified available memory of memory 134 and 144 while expansion logical

processor 132 is unavailable for use by OS 115 or any application(s) run by OS 115 . In

some examples, functionalities described herein in relation to FIG. 1 may be provided in

combination with functionalities described herein in relation to any of FIGS. 2-5.

[0036] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example blade system 200 to make a plurality

of logical processors unavailable to an OS while remaining available to execute

instructions of a SFW instance. In the example of FIG. 2 , blade system 200 comprises a

blade enclosure 205, and blade devices 230 and 240 mounted in blade enclosure 205.

Blade device 230 may be referred to herein as an expansion blade device 230, and blade

device 240 may be referred to herein as a compute blade device 240. Blade system 200

may run an OS 115 , as described above in relation to FIG. 1, with resources of each of

blade devices 230 and 240. For example, OS 115 may be run by a partition of blade

system 200 including at least blade devices 230 and 240.

[0037] In the example of FIG. 2 , expansion blade device 230 may include an

expansion logical processor 132 and memory 134 associated with expansion logical

processor 132, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. Expansion blade device 230 may

also include an expansion logical processor 236 associated with memory 238 of blade

device 230. In other examples, blade device 230 may include more than two logical

processors, some or all of which having associated memory. Compute blade device 240

may include a compute logical processor 142 and memory 144 associated with compute

logical processor 142, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. Compute blade device 240

may also include a compute logical processor 246 associated with memory 248 of blade

device 240. In other examples, blade device 240 may include more than two logical

processors, some or all of which having associated memory.

[0038] Blade system 200 also includes a machine-readable storage medium 120

encoded with SFW instance 12 1 including instructions 122, 124, 126, and 128, as

described above in relation to FIG. 1. In the example of FIG. 2 , SFW instance 12 1 may



further include at least instructions 225. In some examples, SFW instance 12 1 may

include additional instructions. Instructions of SFW instance 12 1 are executable by blade

system 200. Instructions of SFW instance 12 1 may be executable by logical processors

132, 236, 142, and 246 to perform the functionalities described below in relation to SFW

instance 12 1.

[0039] In the example of FIG. 2 , after a reset of at least a portion of blade system

200 (e.g. , the partition to run OS 115), instructions 122 may configure each of compute

logical processors 142 and 246 of compute blade device 240 and expansion logical

processors 132 and 236 of expansion blade device 230 to operate as part of a single

SFW domain associated with SFW instance 12 1, as described in relation to blade

system 100 of FIG. 1. For example, each of logical processors 132, 236, 142, 246 may

be configured to operate as part of a SFW domain associated with SFW instance 12 1

(i.e. , as part of the same SFW domain) by booting each of logical processors 132, 236,

142, 246 with SFW instance 12 1.

[0040] In the example of FIG. 2 , instructions 124 may, for each logical processor of

the first and second pluralities of logical processors, identify available memory

associated with the logical processor, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. For

example, when executing instructions 124, expansion logical processors 132 and 236

may identify available memory of memory 134 and 238, and compute logical

processors 142 and 246 may identify available memory of memory 144 and 248.

Additionally, when executing instructions 124, logical processors 132 and 236 may

store description(s) 256 of the identified available memory in a service memory 235 of

blade device 230. Description(s) 256 may be a single description of the memory

identified by each of logical processors 132 and 236, or separate descriptions of the

memory identified memory by each logical processor. A service processor of blade

device 230 executing management firmware instructions may provide description(s)

256 to blade device 240, in examples in which blade device 240 includes the monarch

logical processor (e.g. , logical processor 142) for a partition of blade system 200

including blade devices 230 and 240. In such examples, the service processor of blade

device 230 may provide description(s) 256 to a service processor of blade device 240,

which may store the received description(s) 256 in a service memory 245 of blade

device 240 where description(s) 256 are accessible to the monarch logical processor

(e.g. , logical processor 142). In such examples, logical processors on the same blade

device as the monarch logical processor may communicate description(s) of identified

memory to the monarch logical processor in any suitable manner. In other examples,



the logical processors of the first and second pluralities, when executing instructions

124, may store descriptions of identified available memory in a shared memory region

for the partition. In such examples, the shared memory region may be implemented by

memory of one blade device or memory regions of each of a plurality of blade devices

of the partition. In examples described herein, a service processor may be at least one of

a CPU, a semiconductor-based microprocessor, other electronic circuitry suitable for the

retrieval and execution instructions stored on a machine-readable storage medium, or a

combination thereof

[0041] As noted above, OS 115 may be run by a partition of blade system 200

including at least blade devices 230 and 240. In such examples, the partition may run OS

115 with resources of each of blade devices 230 and 240. In such examples, blade

system 200 may store partition information describing aspects of the configuration of the

partition. In the example of FIG. 2 , before control of the partition is handed over to OS

115, instructions 225 may access partition information 237 designating blade device

230 as an expansion blade device. In some examples, blade device 230 may comprise

a first plurality of logical processors of blade system 200 including, for example, logical

processors 132 and 236. Instructions 225 may also access partition information 247

designating blade device 240 as a compute blade device. In some examples, blade

device 240 may comprise a second plurality of logical processors of blade system 200

including, for example, logical processors 142 and 246.

[0042] In some examples, partition information 237 may be a portion of the partition

information for the partition, and may include configuration information relevant to blade

device 230. Blade device 230 may access the partition information for the partition with

a service processor of blade device 230 and store partition information 237 in service

memory 235 of blade device 230. In some examples, partition information 247 may be

a portion of the partition information for the partition, and may include configuration

information relevant to blade device 240. Compute blade device 240 may access the

partition information for the partition with a service processor of blade device 240 and

store partition information 247 in service memory 245 of blade device 240. In such

examples, each of expansion logical processors 132 and 236, executing instructions

225, may access partition information 237 and determine, based on partition

information 237, that blade device 230 is designated as an expansion blade device

(i.e., designated as a blade device to provide memory for use by the OS and to provide

no logical processors for use by the OS). Additionally, each of compute logical

processors 142 and 246, executing instructions 225, may access partition information



247 and determine, based on partition information 247, that blade device 240 is

designated as a compute blade device (i.e., designated as a blade device to provide

memory and at least one logical processor for use by the OS).

[0043] After determining that blade device 230 comprising the first plurality of logical

processors (i.e., logical processors 132 and 236) is designated as an expansion blade

device, instructions 126 may make each of the first plurality of logical processors

unavailable to the OS such that they each remain available to execute instructions of

the SFW instance, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. For example, each of

logical processors 132 and 236 may execute instructions 126 to enter and remain in

SMM while OS 115 is executed by the partition.

[0044] In other examples, one of the logical processors of blade device 230

designated as an expansion blade device may be made unavailable to OS 115 such

that it remains available to execute instructions of SFW instance 121 , while the other

logical processors of blade device 230 may be made unavailable to the OS such that

they do not remain available to execute instructions of SFW instance 121 . For example,

the rest of the logical processors of blade device 230 may be placed in a halt state, an

initialization state (e.g., waiting for startup inter-processor interrupt (SIPI)), or the like. In

such examples, the one logical processor remaining available to execute instructions of

SFW instance 121 may be used for management of the blade device. In examples

including a plurality of expansion blade devices, one logical processor of each

expansion blade device may remain available to execute instructions of SFW instance

121 , for example.

[0045] In the example of FIG. 2 , instructions 128 may make available, for use by OS

115, each of the second plurality of logical processors, the identified memory

associated with each logical processor of the first plurality, and the identified memory

associated with each logical processor of the second plurality of logical processors.

Instructions 128 may make these resources available for use by OS 115 as described

above in relation to FIG. 1. For example, instructions 128 may generate at least one

ACPI table 252 to be provided to OS 115.

[0046] In some examples, compute logical processor 142 may be the monarch logical

processor for the partition to run OS 115. In such examples, when executed by compute

logical processor 142, instructions 128 may indicate, in at least one of ACPI table(s)

252, that compute logical processors 132 and 142 are available for use by OS 115.

Instructions 128 may also indicate, at least one of ACPI table(s) 252, that the identified

memory of compute blade device 240 and the identified memory of expansion blade



device 230 are available for use by OS 115. The identified memory of compute blade

device 240 may include the identified available memory of memory 144 and 248 of

blade device 240, and the identified memory of expansion blade device 230 may

include the identified available memory of memory 134 and 238 of blade device 230.

[0047] Instructions 128 may further store the ACPI table(s) in a memory region 250

accessible to OS 115 so that OS 115 may utilize the resources identified in the ACPI

table(s). In such examples, each of the ACPI table(s) may exclude any information

regarding expansion logical processors 132 and 236 (e.g., each of the logical

processors of the first plurality). In this manner, OS 115 is not made aware of

expansion logical processors 132 and 236. In some examples, instructions 128 may

further provide, in the ACPI table(s) 252, proximity domain information for the identified

memory of expansion blade device 230. In such examples, the proximity domain

information may indicate functional distance(s) from the compute logical processors of

blade device 240 to the identified memory of expansion blade device 230. In some

examples, functionalities described herein in relation to FIG. 2 may be provided in

combination with functionalities described herein in relation to any of FIGS. 1 and 3-5.

[0048] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example system 300 to make available, to an

OS of a partition of system 300, memory of compute and expansion blade devices. In the

example of FIG. 3 , system 300 (e.g., blade system 300) comprises a blade enclosure 305,

and blade devices 330, 340, and 370 mounted in blade enclosure 305. In other examples,

system 300 may include more or fewer blade devices mounted in blade enclosure 305.

Blade device 330 may be referred to herein as an expansion blade device 330, and blade

device 340 may be referred to herein as a compute blade device 340.

[0049] In the example of FIG. 3 , expansion blade device 330 comprises a logical

processor 332, memory 334 associated with logical processor 332, a memory controller

331 to manage memory 334, and a node controller 333. Logical processor 332 may be

referred to herein as an expansion logical processor 332. Memory controller 331 and

expansion logical processor 332 may be integrated into a single CPU IC. For example,

memory controller 331 may be integrated in a CPU IC comprising or constituting logical

processor 332. In some examples, the CPU IC including logical processor 332 and

memory controller 331 may also include additional memory controller(s) to manage other

memory of blade device 330. In some examples, blade device 330 may include a plurality

of logical processors, some or all of which having associated memory.

[0050] Compute blade device 340 comprises a logical processor 342, memory 344

associated with logical processor 342, a memory controller 341 to manage memory 344,



and a node controller 343. Logical processor 342 may be referred to herein as a compute

logical processor 342. Memory controller 341 and compute logical processor 342 may be

integrated into a single CPU IC. For example, memory controller 341 may be integrated in

a CPU IC comprising or constituting logical processor 342. In some examples, the CPU IC

including logical processor 342 and memory controller 341 may also include additional

memory controller(s) to manage other memory of blade device 340. In some examples,

blade device 340 may include a plurality of logical processors, some or all of which having

associated memory. The functionalities of each of memory controllers 331 and 341 and

node controllers 333 and 343 may be implemented in the form of electronic circuitry, in the

form of executable instructions encoded on a machine-readable storage medium, or a

combination thereof.

[0051 ] Blade system 300 may run an OS 115 , as described above in relation to FIG. 1,

with resources of each of blade devices 330 and 340. For example, OS 115 may be run

by a partition 308 of blade system 300 including at least blade devices 330 and 340. In the

example of FIG. 3 , partition 308 may omit at least one blade device of system 300, such

as blade device 370, for example. In other examples, partition 308 may include additional

blade devices mounted in blade enclosure 305.

[0052] In the example of FIG. 3 , blade system 300 includes blade enclosure memory

320 encoded with a SFW instance 321 including instructions 322, 324, 326, 328, 329,

360, 362, 364, and 366. In some examples, SFW instance 321 may include additional

instructions. Instructions of SFW instance 321 are executable by blade system 300. For

example, instructions of SFW instance 321 may be executable by logical processors of

partition 308 (e.g. , logical processors 332 and 342) to perform the functionalities described

below in relation to SFW instance 321 . In the example of FIG. 3 , SFW instance 321 is

executable to boot partition 308 to execute OS 115 .

[0053] In some examples, instructions of SFW instance 321 may be stored on a single

machine-readable storage medium (e.g. , a flash device) of a single blade device. In such

examples, blade enclosure memory 320 may be memory of a single blade device. In other

examples, each blade device of partition 308 may include a respective machine-readable

storage medium storing a copy of at least a portion of SFW instance 321 . In such

examples, blade enclosure memory 320 may comprise each of the respective memories

storing a copy of a portion SFW instance 321 . In such examples, each logical processor of

each blade device may at least begin booting from a local copy of a portion of SFW

instance 321 . In such examples, the logical processors may subsequently converge to

continue booting from a shared portion of SFW instance 321 stored in a shared memory



region.

[0054] In the example of FIG. 3 , SFW instance 321 is executable by each logical

processor of partition 308 to boot the logical processors after a reset. For example,

after a reset of at least partition 308, instructions 322, when executed by expansion and

compute logical processors 332 and 342, may configure expansion and compute logical

processors 332 and 342 to operate as part of a single SFW domain associated with

SFW instance 321 , as described above in relation to FIG. 1. In some examples, when

executed by logical processors 332 and 342, instructions 322 may configure expansion

and compute logical processors 332 and 342 each to have access to a system

management memory region 357 of partition 308 when in SMM. For example,

instructions 322 may configure the respective hardware address maps of logical

processors 332 and 342 such that logical processors 332 and 342 have access to

system management memory region 357 (e.g., SMRAM) of the SFW domain

associated with SFW instance 321 , at least when in SMM. In such examples, logical

processors 332 and 342 may have limited access to system management memory

region 357, as described above in relation to FIG. 1 (e.g., access when in SMM). In

some examples, system management memory region 357 may be a portion of memory

344. In other examples, system management memory region 357 may be a region

implemented by any memory of any blade device of partition 308.

[0055] In the example of FIG. 3 , the SFW domain associated with SFW instance

321 may comprise a plurality of SFW resources, as described above in relation to FIG.

1. In such examples, the SFW resources may include SFW data structure(s) 351 and

SFW code stored in system management memory region 357, as described above in

relation to FIG. 1. In the example of FIG. 3 , the SFW code may include SMI handler(s)

353 stored in system management memory region 357. When executed by expansion

and compute logical processors 332 and 342, instructions 322 may configure expansion

and compute logical processors 332 and 342 each to have access, in SMM, to SFW

data structure(s) 351 and SMI handler(s) 353 stored in system management memory

region 357.

[0056] Instructions 324, when executed by expansion logical processor 332, may

identify available memory 359 of expansion blade device 330 that is associated with

expansion logical processor 332, as described above in relation to instructions 124 of

FIG. 1. Available memory 359 may be a portion of memory 334. In addition, when

executed by compute logical processor 342, instructions 324 may identify available

memory 355 of compute blade device 340 that is associated with compute logical



processor 342, as described above in relation to instructions 124 of FIG. 1. Available

memory 355 may be a portion of memory 344 that does not include system

management memory region 357, which may have been reserved by compute logical

processor 342.

[0057] In the example of FIG. 3 , when executed by expansion logical processor 332,

instructions 326 may communicate, to compute logical processor 342, a description of

the identified memory 359 of expansion blade device 330. In such examples, compute

logical processor 342 may be a monarch logical processor to coordinate the booting of

partition 308, and instructions 326 may communicate the description by storing the

description in a service memory of blade device 330 or in a shared memory region of

partition 308 accessible to compute logical processor 342, as described above.

[0058] When executed by compute logical processor 342, instructions 360 may

configure compute blade device 340 to route memory transactions targeting the

identified memory 359 of expansion blade device 330 through node controllers 333 and

343. For example, instructions 360 may set routing table(s) in compute logical

processor 342 to route memory transactions targeting the identified memory 359

through node controller 343, and may set routing table(s) in node controller 343 to

route memory transactions targeting the identified memory 359 through node controller

333 of blade device 330. In some examples, when executed by expansion logical

processor 332, instructions 360 may configure routing table(s) in node controller 333

such that node controller 333 may route, to identified memory 359, memory

transactions targeting that memory (e.g., via memory controller 331).

[0059] After storing the description of identified memory 359, as described above,

expansion logical processor 332 may execute instructions 362 to hide the identified

memory 359 of expansion blade device 330 from expansion logical processor 332. For

example, when executed by logical processor 332, instructions 362 may set source

address decoders of logical processor 332 such that it is not able to access any of

identified memory 359. In such examples, instructions 362 may set the source address

decoders of logical processor 332 such that they contain no address translations for

any address among the identified memory 359 of memory 334. In this manner,

instructions 362 may firewall, from expansion logical processor 332, the identified

memory 359 available for use by OS 115. In such examples, expansion logical

processor 332 may be made unavailable for use by OS 115 (as described below), and

the identified memory 359 made available for use by OS 115 may be made unavailable

for use by expansion logical processor 332. In some examples, instructions 360 may



receive an indication of a select portion of identified memory 359 that will be made

available to OS 115 and may hide the select portion from logical processor 332 and not

the remaining portions.

[0060] In the example of FIG. 3 , expansion logical processor 332 may execute

instructions 328 to hide expansion logical processor 332 from OS 115 such that the

expansion logical processor is unavailable for use by OS 115 while remaining available

to execute instructions of SFW instance 321 . In such examples, logical processor 332

may access partition information to determine that blade device 330 (i.e., the blade

device comprising logical processor 332) is designated as an expansion blade device,

and in response execute instructions 328 to make itself unavailable for use by OS 115

while remaining available to execute instructions of SFW instance 321 , as described

above in relation to FIG. 1. For example, when executed by logical processor 332,

instructions 328 may cause expansion logical processor 332 to enter SMM and remain

in SMM while OS 115 is executed by partition 308, including at least compute logical

processor 342. Expansion logical processor 332 may enter and remain in SMM while

OS 115 is executed, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. In some examples,

instructions 328 may hide expansion logical processor 332 after expansion logical

processor 332 performs the functionalities described above in relation to instructions

322, 324, 326, 360, and 362.

[0061] In the example of FIG. 3 , when executed by compute logical processor 342,

instructions 329 may make available, for use by OS 115, compute logical processor 342

and identified memory 359 and 355, as described above in relation to FIGS. 1 and 2 .

For example, instructions 328 may store, in a region of memory accessible to OS 115,

ACPI table(s) including information regarding compute logical processor 342 and

identified memory 359 and 355, but excluding any information regarding expansion

logical processor 332.

[0062] In some examples, logical processors operating in the same SFW domain may

be able to communicate with one another. For example, such logical processors may be

aware of addresses for one another, and may send communications (e.g., interrupts, etc.)

to one another using the addresses. In such examples, logical processors may utilize

such communications to coordinate error handling for a partition including the logical

processors, for example.

[0063] In the example of FIG. 3 , after booting OS 115 to run on partition 308 using

compute logical processor 342 and identified memory 355 and 359 (and not using

expansion logical processor 332), compute logical processor 342 may detect an error,



such as a memory error or the like. In response to detection of the error, compute logical

processor 342 may execute instructions 364 to provide an interrupt indicating the

detected error to expansion logical processor 332. For example, instructions 364 may

provide the interrupt to the address of logical processor 332. In some examples,

instructions 364 may have been copied into system management memory region 357

when booting partition 308. In such examples, compute logical processor 342 may

execute instructions 364 from system management memory region 357 while operating in

SMM, in which execution of OS 115 is suspended and logical processor 342 has access

to instructions 364.

[0064] As described above, expansion logical processor 332 may be in SMM or

otherwise unavailable for use by OS 115 while remaining available to execute instructions

of SFW instance 321 . In such examples, expansion logical processor 332 may not be

available to be interrupted. In some examples, while executing instructions of SFW

instance 321 , expansion logical processor 332 may poll interrupt sources (e.g., interrupt

pending registers, etc.) for indications of interrupts, and may detect the interrupt provided

by compute logical processor 342 while performing such polling. For example, expansion

logical processor 332 executing instructions of SFW instance 321 may detect the interrupt

while polling state information of system management memory region 357, which may

indicate that the interrupt is pending. Instructions 366 may be executed by expansion

logical processor 332 to collect error information 382 from registers associated with

expansion logical processor 332, in response to detecting the interrupt from compute

logical processor 342. For example, instructions 366 may collect error information 382

(e.g., error log(s), etc.) from machine status registers (MSRs) of a CPU IC comprising

(or constituting) expansion logical processor 332. In some examples, in addition to

providing the interrupt, compute logical processor 342 may provide a message specifying

certain error correction action(s) for expansion logical processor 332 to take in response

to the error, such as collecting error information. For example, compute logical processor

342 may store the message in system management memory region 357, and expansion

logical processor 332 may poll system management memory region 357 for such

messages. In such examples, instructions 366 executed by expansion logical processor

332 may further provide the collected error information 382 to a fault management

infrastructure (FMI) 375 of blade system 300. The functionalities of FMI 375 may be

implemented in the form of electronic circuitry, in the form of executable instructions

encoded on a machine-readable storage medium, or a combination thereof. In some

examples, instructions 366 may have been copied into system management memory



region 357 when booting partition 308, and expansion logical processor 332 may execute

instructions 366 out of system management memory region 357 when in SMM. In some

examples, expansion logical processor 332 executing instructions of SFW instance 321

may also poll various error sources (e.g., error registers, etc.) to detect errors.

[0065] In the example described above, partition 308 may utilize an expansion logical

processor unavailable to OS 115 to collect error information for partition 308. For example,

compute logical processor 342, when executing OS 115 or an application running in OS

115, may detect a memory error when utilizing available memory 359 of expansion blade

device 359. The MSRs of the CPU IC including (or constituting) expansion logical

processor 332 may include information useful for management of the error. However,

these MSRs may be accessible exclusively by a logical processor (e.g., CPU or core) on

the CPU IC, and not to compute logical processor 342, for example. In examples

described herein, by keeping expansion logical processor 332 available to execute

instructions of SFW instance 321 , expansion logical processor 332 may still be available

to collect the error information from the MSRs and provide it to FMI 375 for managing the

error, as described above, even though expansion logical processor 332 is unavailable to

OS 115. In such examples, expansion logical processor 332 may collect and provide the

error information when executing instructions of SFW instance 321. As described above,

expansion logical processor 332 executing instructions of SFW instance 321 may detect

interrupts by polling interrupt sources to detect interrupts. In such examples, expansion

logical processor 332 executing instructions of SFW instance 321 may remain unavailable

to be interrupted by OS 115 by not polling for any interrupts that may come from OS 115.

In this manner, expansion logical processor 332 (and any other expansion logical

processor described herein) may ignore interrupts from OS 115. In some examples,

functionalities described herein in relation to FIG. 3 may be provided in combination with

functionalities described herein in relation to any of FIGS. 1-2 and 4-5.

[0066] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example method 400 for retaining an expansion

logical processor in SMM during execution of an OS with a compute logical processor.

Although execution of method 400 is described below with reference to blade system 300

of FIG. 3 , other suitable systems for execution of method 400 can be utilized (e.g., blade

system 100 or 200). Additionally, implementation of method 400 is not limited to such

examples.

[0067] At 405 of method 400, after a reset of at least partition 308, instructions 324,

executed by logical processors 332 and 342, may identify available memory 355 of

compute blade device 340 that is associated with compute logical processor 342 and



available memory 359 of expansion blade device 330 that is associated with expansion

logical processor 332, as described above. At 410, instructions 329, executed by

compute logical processor 342, may make available, for use by OS 115, compute

logical processor 342, the identified memory 355 of compute blade device 340, and the

identified memory 359 of expansion blade device 330, as described above.

[0068] At 415, instructions 328, executed by expansion logical processor 332, may

place expansion logical processor 332 in SMM prior to the start of execution of OS 115

by partition 308. Instructions 328 may cause expansion logical processor 332 to enter

SMM in response to determining that blade device 330 is designated as an expansion

blade device, as described above.

[0069] At 420, partition 308 may start executing OS 115 with at least compute

logical processor 342. For example, partition 308 may boot OS 115 with SFW instance

321 , as described above, and then start execution of OS 115 with the resources of

partition 308 made available to OS 115 by compute logical processor 342 (e.g., in ACPI

table(s) provided to OS 115, as described above). In such examples, partition 308 may

execute OS 115 with at least compute logical processor 342 and identified memory 355

and 359, while expansion logical processor 332 is unavailable to OS 115. In some

examples, partition 308 may execute OS 115 with additional resources of partition 308

as well, such as other memory of blade devices of partition 308 and other compute

logical processors of partition 308.

[0070] At 425, instructions 328, executed by expansion logical processor 332, may

retain expansion logical processor 332 in SMM during execution of OS 115 such that

expansion logical processor 332 is unavailable for use by OS 115. In such examples,

by keeping expansion logical processor 332 in SMM, expansion logical processor 332

may remain available to execute instructions of SFW instance 321 while it is

unavailable to OS 115. While in SMM, expansion logical processor 332 is also

unavailable to be interrupted by OS 115, as described above.

[0071] Although the flowchart of FIG. 4 shows a specific order of performance of

certain functionalities, method 400 is not limited to that order. For example, the

functionalities shown in succession in the flowchart may be performed in a different

order, may be executed concurrently or with partial concurrence, or a combination

thereof. In some examples, functionalities described herein in relation to FIG. 4 may be

provided in combination with functionalities described herein in relation to any of FIGS. 1-3

and 5 .

[0072] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an example method 500 for collecting error information



with an expansion logical processor in response to an error detected by a compute logical

processor. Although execution of method 500 is described below with reference to blade

system 300 of FIG. 3 , other suitable systems for execution of method 500 can be utilized

(e.g., blade system 100 or 200). Additionally, implementation of method 500 is not limited

to such examples.

[0073] At 505 of method 500, after a reset of at least partition 308, instructions 324,

executed by logical processors 332 and 342, may identify available memory 355 of

compute blade device 340 that is associated with compute logical processor 342 and

available memory 359 of expansion blade device 330 that is associated with expansion

logical processor 332, as described above. At 510, instructions 360 may configure

compute blade device 340 to route memory transactions targeting identified memory

359 of expansion blade device 330 through node controller 343 of compute blade

device 340, as described above in relation to FIG. 3 . In some examples, node controller

343 may be in communication with node controller 333 of expansion blade device 330.

[0074] At 515, instructions 329, executed by compute logical processor 342 may

make available, for use by OS 115, compute logical processor 342, the identified

memory 355 of compute blade device 340, and the identified memory 359 of expansion

blade device 330, as described above. At 520, instructions 328, executed by expansion

logical processor 332, may place expansion logical processor 332 in a system

management mode (SMM) prior to the start of execution of OS 115 by partition 308, as

described above.

[0075] At 525, partition 308 may start executing OS 115 with at least compute

logical processor 342. For example, partition 308 may boot OS 115 with SFW instance

321 , as described above, and then start execution of OS 115 with at least the

resources of partition 308 made available to OS 115 by compute logical processor 342

(e.g., in ACPI table(s) provided to OS 115, as described above). At 530, instructions

328, executed by expansion logical processor 332, may retain expansion logical

processor 332 in SMM during execution of OS 115 such that expansion logical

processor 332 is unavailable for use by OS 115 while remaining available to execute

instructions of SFW instance 321 .

[0076] At 535, OS 115 executing on at least compute logical processor 342 may

access the identified memory 359 of expansion blade device 330 during active

operation of OS 115 via node controller 343. In such examples, OS 115 may access

the identified memory 359 without entering SMM or otherwise suspending operation of

OS 115 on any of the logical processors executing OS 115. Also, in such examples,



compute blade device 340 may route any transaction(s) accessing the identified

memory 359 through node controller 343.

[0077] At 540, compute logical processor 342 may detect an error. For example,

compute logical processor 342 may detect a memory error that occurred when

accessing identified memory 359 of blade device 330, as described above. In response

to detection of the error, at 545 compute logical processor 342 may provide an interrupt

to expansion logical processor 332, as described above. In response to the interrupt, at

550, expansion logical processor 332 may collect error information from registers

associated with expansion logical processor 332, such as MSRs of the CPU IC

including or constituting expansion logical processor 332. In some examples,

expansion logical processor 332 operating in SMM may detect the interrupt while

polling for interrupt indications, as described above in relation to FIG. 3 . At 555,

expansion logical processor 332 may provide collected error information 382 to fault

management infrastructure (FMI) 375 of blade system 300.

[0078] Although the flowchart of FIG. 5 shows a specific order of performance of

certain functionalities, method 500 is not limited to that order. For example, the

functionalities shown in succession in the flowchart may be performed in a different

order, may be executed concurrently or with partial concurrence, or a combination

thereof. In some examples, functionalities described herein in relation to FIG. 5 may be

provided in combination with functionalities described herein in relation to any of FIGS. 1-

4 .



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium encoded with a system firmware

(SFW) instance comprising instructions executable by a blade system to:

configure each of a compute logical processor of a compute blade device and

an expansion logical processor of an expansion blade device to operate as part of a

single SFW domain associated with the SFW instance, wherein the blade system

includes the compute and expansion blade devices mounted in a blade enclosure;

identify available memory of the compute blade device associated with the

compute logical processor and available memory of the expansion blade device

associated with the expansion logical processor;

make available, for use by an operating system (OS) of the blade system, the

compute logical processor and the identified memory of the compute blade device and

the identified memory of the expansion blade device; and

make the expansion logical processor unavailable to the OS such that the

expansion logical processor remains available to execute instructions of the SFW

instance.

2 . The storage medium of claim 1, wherein the instructions to make the expansion

logical processor unavailable comprise instructions that, when executed by the

expansion logical processor, cause the expansion logical processor to enter a system

management mode (SMM) and remain in the SMM while the OS is executed by at least

the compute logical processor.

3 . The storage medium of claim 1, wherein the instructions to make available comprise

instructions to:

indicate, in at least one advanced configuration and power interface (ACPI)

table, that the compute logical processor is available for use by the OS;

indicate, in the at least one ACPI table, that the identified memory of the

compute blade device and the identified memory of the expansion blade device are

available for use by the OS; and

store the at least one ACPI table, each excluding any information regarding the

expansion logical processor, in a memory region accessible to the OS.



4 . The storage medium of claim 3 , wherein the instructions to make available comprise

instructions to:

provide, in the at least one ACPI table, proximity domain information for the

identified memory of the expansion blade device, the proximity domain information

indicating a functional distance from the compute logical processor to the identified

memory of the expansion blade device.

5 . The storage medium of claim 1, wherein the SFW instance further comprises

instructions executable by the blade system to:

access first partition information designating the expansion blade as a blade

device to provide memory for use by the OS and to provide no logical processors for

use by the OS, wherein the expansion blade device includes a first plurality of logical

processors of the blade system to be unavailable to the OS and identifying a second

plurality of logical processors of the blade system to be available to the OS; and

access second partition information designating the compute blade as a blade

device to provide memory and at least one logical processor for use by the OS,

wherein the compute blade device includes a second plurality of logical processors;

wherein the first plurality includes the expansion logical processor and the

second plurality includes the compute logical processor.

6 . The storage medium of claim 5 , wherein:

the instructions to identify comprise instructions to identify, for each logical

processor of the first and second pluralities of logical processors, available memory

associated with the logical processor;

the instructions to make available comprise instructions to make available, for

use by the OS, each of the second plurality of logical processors and the identified

memory associated with each logical processor of the first and second pluralities of

logical processors; and

the instructions to make the expansion logical processor unavailable to the OS

comprise instructions to make each of the first plurality of logical processors

unavailable to the OS while each remaining available to execute instructions of the

SFW instance.

7 . A system comprising:



blade enclosure memory storing a system firmware (SFW) instance to boot a

partition to execute an operating system (OS);

a compute logical processor of a compute blade device of the partition; and

an expansion logical processor of an expansion blade device of the partition,

wherein the SFW instance comprises instructions executable by the expansion logical

processor to:

communicate, to the compute logical processor, a description of

identified available memory of the expansion blade device associated with the

expansion logical processor; and

hide the expansion logical processor from the OS such that the

expansion logical processor is unavailable for use by the OS while remaining

available to execute instructions of the SFW instance;

wherein the SFW instance comprises instructions executable by the compute

logical processor to:

identify available memory of the compute blade device associated with

the compute logical processor; and

make available, for use by the OS, the compute logical processor and

the identified memory of each of the compute and expansion blade devices.

8 . The system of claim 7 , wherein the SFW instance comprises instructions executable

by the expansion and compute logical processors to:

configure the expansion and compute logical processors to have access to a

system management memory region in a system management mode (SMM).

9 . The system of claim 8 , further comprising:

a first node controller of the expansion blade device; and

a second node controller of the compute blade device,

wherein the SFW instance comprises instructions executable by the compute

logical processor to:

configure the compute blade device to route memory transactions

targeting the identified memory of the expansion blade device through the first

and second node controllers.



10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the SFW instance comprises instructions

executable by the expansion logical processor to hide the identified memory of the

expansion blade device from the expansion logical processor.

11. The system of claim 8 , wherein:

the SFW instance comprises instructions executable by the compute logical

processor to:

provide an interrupt indicating an error to the expansion logical

processor; and

the SFW instance comprises instructions executable by the expansion logical

processor to:

in response to the interrupt, collect error information from registers

associated with the expansion logical processor; and

provide the collected error information to a fault management

infrastructure.

12 . The system of claim 8 , wherein:

a SFW domain associated with the SFW instance comprises a SFW data

structure and a system management interrupt (SMI) handler stored in a system

management memory region of the partition; and

the instructions to configure comprise instructions executable by the expansion

and compute logical processors to configure the compute logical processor and the

expansion logical processor each to have access, in the SMM, to the SFW data

structure and the SMI handler stored in the system management memory region.

13 . A method executable by a partition of a blade enclosure comprising a compute

blade device including a compute logical processor, an expansion blade device

including an expansion logical processor, and blade enclosure memory storing a

system firmware (SFW) instance to boot the partition to execute an operating system

(OS), the method comprising:

identifying available memory of the compute blade device associated with the

compute logical processor and available memory of the expansion blade device

associated with the expansion logical processor, by executing instructions of the SFW

instance;



making available, for use by the OS, the compute logical processor and the

identified memory of each of the compute and expansion blade devices;

placing the expansion logical processor in a system management mode (SMM)

prior to a start of execution of the OS;

starting execution of the OS with at least the compute logical processor; and

retaining the expansion logical processor in the SMM during execution of the

OS such that the expansion logical processor is unavailable for use by the OS.

14 . The method of claim 13 , further comprising:

configuring the compute blade device to route memory transactions targeting

the identified memory of the expansion blade device through a node controller of the

compute blade device in communication with the expansion blade device; and

accessing, with the OS, the identified memory of the expansion blade device

during active operation of the OS via the node controller.

15 . The method of claim 14 , further comprising:

detecting an error with the compute logical processor;

in response to detection of the error, providing an interrupt from the compute

logical processor to the expansion logical processor;

collecting, with the expansion logical processor, error information from registers

associated with the expansion logical processor, in response to the interrupt; and

providing the collected error information to a fault management infrastructure

(FMI).
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